Dear friends,

Welcome to the MBA GSOM programme which is one of the founders of business education in Russia. Our MBA is a programme for young ambitious managers and specialists who need to obtain advanced knowledge and skills in the field of business management to improve their employability and personal competitiveness.

Training of employees on MBA programme is a human capital investment that ensures the sustainability and efficiency of the company’s development.

“Euromangement – MBA” programme is one of the oldest programmes in Russia which has a number of international and national accreditations. In 2017 our MBA programme was included in the top ten MBA programmes under Eduniversal Best Masters ranking among business schools of Eastern Europe. In 2016 GSOM made the top three of NACED Ranking of Russian Business Schools assembled by “MBA in Moscow and Russia” portal with the participation of the Russia MBA’s League.

The most impressive assessments of our programme are the numerous successes of our graduates and the outstanding achievements of their companies. More than 50% of new students come to MBA programme by recommendation.

The school is a communication networking platform for experience exchange and fruitful cooperation of students, graduates and lecturers. The school actively supports and promotes the alumni association, conducts international, federal and regional meetings, conferences and seminars.

In the future our graduates can continue studying on Russia’s first AMBA accredited programme “Doctor of Business Administration” GSOM RANEPA.

Studying on MBA is a significant and interesting part of life and the key to a successful career.

Together to the heights of success!

Sergey Kalendyuchen, Chairman of GSOM, Ph.D. professor, Honored Economist of the Russian Federation